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Highly overlapping patterns of genome-wide binding of many distinct transcription factors have been observed in worms,
insects, and mammals, but the origins and consequences of this overlapping binding remain unclear. While analyzing
chromatin immunoprecipitation data sets from 21 sequence-specific transcription factors active in the Drosophila embryo,
we found that binding of all factors exhibits a dose-dependent relationship with ‘‘TAGteam’’ sequence motifs bound by the
zinc finger protein Vielfaltig, also known as Zelda, a recently discovered activator of the zygotic genome. TAGteammotifs
are present and well conserved in highly bound regions, and are associated with transcription factor binding even in the
absence of canonical recognition motifs for these factors. Furthermore, levels of binding in promoters and enhancers of
zygotically transcribed genes are correlated with RNA polymerase II occupancy and gene expression levels. Our results
suggest that Vielfaltig acts as a master regulator of early development by facilitating the genome-wide establishment of
overlapping patterns of binding of diverse transcription factors that drive global gene expression.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Genome-wide chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments
in diverse metazoans have shown that many transcription factors
bind thousands of highly overlapping loci in undifferentiated cells
(Boyer et al. 2005; Moorman et al. 2006; Zeitlinger et al. 2007; Chen
et al. 2008; Li et al. 2008; Marson et al. 2008; Bradley et al. 2010;
Gerstein et al. 2010; Roy et al. 2010; He et al. 2011; Negre et al.
2011). Many known enhancers of gene expression are bound by
multiple transcription factors, suggesting that highly overlapping
transcription factor binding may imply cis-regulatory potential.
Supporting this hypothesis, clusters of transcription factor binding
sites have been used to identify novel enhancers (Berman et al.
2002; Markstein et al. 2002), a method that is particularly powerful
when combined with sequence conservation (Kazemian et al.
2010), and which has proved useful even in the absence of
experimentally determined transcription factor binding speci-
ficities (Kazemian et al. 2011). Many, although not all, regions
bound in vivo by multiple transcription factors confer enhancer
activity and drive gene expression (Chen et al. 2008; Ouyang et al.
2009; Zinzen et al. 2009; Negre et al. 2011). However, the mech-
anisms underlying these overlapping patterns of binding remain
incompletely understood.

We studied the origins and consequences of overlapping
binding using Drosophila melanogaster embryonic development as
a model system. ChIP data from whole embryos is available for
approximately half of the sequence-specific transcription factors
responsible for embryonic segmentation, which bind to highly
overlapping regions of the genome, as well as for RNA polymerase II
(MacArthur et al. 2009). DNase I digestion data,measuring chromatin

accessibility, is available as well for identically staged embryos (Li et al.
2011; Thomas et al. 2011). Furthermore, a recent study measured
levels of both maternally contributed and zygotically transcribed
mRNAs frommitotic cycles 10–14 (Lott et al. 2011) when widespread
transcription of the zygotic genome commences, allowing us to
connect transcription factor binding to gene expression.

So-called ‘‘TAGteam’’ sequence motifs, which are enriched in
the promoters of early expressed genes and known to be important
for early embryonic expression (ten Bosch et al. 2006), are bound
by the zinc finger protein Vielfaltig, also known as Zelda, a key
regulator of the maternal-to-zygotic transition (Liang et al. 2008).
While Vielfaltig’s mechanism of action is unknown, we and others
previously noted an enrichment for TAGteam motifs in regions
bound by six anterior–posterior transcription factors (Li et al. 2008;
Bradley et al. 2010). Hypothesizing that this relationship between
TAGteam motifs and transcription factor binding might be caus-
ative, we reanalyzed the ChIP (MacArthur et al. 2009), DNase I
(Thomas et al. 2011), and RNA-seq (Lott et al. 2011) data sets de-
scribed above and found that the presence of TAGteam motifs is
associated with high levels of binding of all assayed factors. Levels
of binding are globally proportional to RNA polymerase II occu-
pancy of promoters and gene expression levels during the onset
of zygotic transcription. Taken together, our results suggest that
Vielfaltig facilitates the binding of diverse transcription factors,
thereby mediating global activation of the zygotic genome.

Results

Overlapping patterns of transcription factor binding
are correlated with TAGteam motifs
Examining ChIP-chip data for 21 sequence-specific transcription
factors at select loci reveals high overlap in their binding profiles,
as noted previously (Fig. 1; MacArthur et al. 2009). The ChIP data,
created from whole embryos, reflects a spatial averaging over dis-
tinct nuclei, each with different subsets or concentrations of
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transcription factors. The high overlap shown in Figure 1 there-
fore reflects the similar (spatially averaged) genomic binding
locations of many transcription factors—even for factors that
are not co-expressed—rather than simultaneous binding of all 21
factors in a single nucleus.

After normalizing the ChIP data for each factor to control for
differing antibody affinities and other sources of experimental
variation, we assessed the degree of binding overlap using an un-
biased principal components analysis (PCA) approach. This anal-
ysis treats ChIP data quantitatively, givingmore weight to genomic
regions with high ChIP signals, in order to identify correlations
between the binding patterns of all, rather than pairs of, factors.
(Note that DNA-binding affinity, on/off rates, and spatial differ-
ences within the embryo all contribute to the measured ChIP sig-
nal.) Examining 400-bp windows centered on ChIP peak summits
within previously identified bound regions (Li et al. 2008), we
confirmed that the primary mode of variation in the binding data
was overlapping binding, with binding of all 21 factors accounting
for 52% of the total genome-wide variation (Supplemental Fig. 1).

Strikingly, all of the highly bound regions illustrated in Figure 1
containmotifs similar to CAGGTAG, the consensus TAGteammotif
bound by Vielfaltig, of which the motifs near the transcription start
sites (TSSs) of short gastrulation (sog) and zerknullt (zen) (Fig. 1E,F,
boxed) are known to be required for early expression (ten Bosch
et al. 2006; Liberman and Stathopoulos 2009). This anecdotal re-
lationship between overlapping patterns of binding and TAGteam
motifs holds genome-wide. We used the first principal component
of our PCA analysis, corresponding to a weighted average over all
21 transcription factors, as a quantitative measurement of levels of
overlapping binding. Fewer than 15% of regions with low levels of
overlapping binding contain one of the three TAGteam motifs
CAGGTAG, tAGGTAG, and CAGGTAa (lowercase indicates mis-
matches to the consensus CAGGTAG)within 500 bp of ChIP peak
summits, whereas 70% of highly bound regions do (Fig. 2A).
Furthermore, binding at ChIP peaks is correlatedwith the number
of nearby TAGteam motifs (Fig. 2B), suggesting a dose-dependent
relationship between TAGteam motifs and binding of many tran-
scription factors.

Figure 1. Regions bound bymany transcription factors frequently contain TAGteammotifs. ChIP-chip data for 21 transcription factors (MacArthur et al.
2009) is plotted across 25 kb near the genes (A) abdominal A (abd-A), (B) sloppy paired 1 (slp1) and sloppy paired 2 (slp2), (C ) giant (gt), (D) tailless (tll),
(E) short gastrulation (sog), and (F) bicoid (bcd), zerknullt (zen) and zerknullt-related (zen2). (Blue circles) TAGteam motifs CAGGTAG, tAGGTAG, and
CAGGTAa; analyses in all figures use only these three TAGteam motifs and their reverse complements. Boxed TAGteam motifs have been previously
demonstrated to be required for early expression (ten Bosch et al. 2006; Liberman and Stathopoulos 2009). ChIP data was smoothed as described in
Methods. Vertical axes differ between panels for clarity. Gene models are from FlyBase release 5.12 (Tweedie et al. 2009).
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Figure 2. TAGteam motifs are associated with nearby binding of many transcription factors. (A) The fraction of ChIP peaks with nearby TAGteam
motifs increases with levels of binding of all factors. ‘‘Overlapping TF binding’’ indicates levels of binding of all factors in arbitrary units (measured as
the first principal component of our PCA analysis; see text), where 0 is the mean over ChIP peaks. (Dashed gray line) Genome-wide average
frequency. For A,C,D,G, and H, shading around plotted lines indicates standard error of the mean (too small to be visible in some plots). (B) Binding at
ChIP peaks increases with the number of nearby TAGteam motifs (within 500 bp). (Error bars) Standard error of the mean. (C ) ChIP peaks with
nearby TAGteam motifs exhibit high levels of binding. Plot indicates the position of the TAGteam motif closest to each ChIP peak (x-axis) and the
corresponding binding level at the ChIP peak (y-axis). (Double-headed arrow) Distance at which the association between TAGteam motifs and
binding falls by 50%. (Dashed gray line) Average level of binding (averaged over all ChIP peaks). (D) Number of nearby transcription factor binding
sites globally correlates with levels of binding only when TAGteammotifs are present. Restricting to the 14 factors with well-defined binding sites, we
computed the number of binding sites as the total number of PWMmatches within 500 bp of each ChIP peak summit, and we searched for TAGteam
motifs within the same region. (E ) TAGteam motifs may facilitate binding of additional transcription factors in concert with cognate recognition
motifs for these factors. Matches to transcription factor binding site PWMs within 100 bp of ChIP peak summits were classified as ‘‘strong’’ (P < 10!5),
‘‘weak’’ (10!5 < P < 10!4), or absent. Percentages indicate the fraction of ChIP peaks that fall into each category. ‘‘Single TF binding’’ indicates levels
of binding of single transcription factors, averaged over all 14 factors with well-defined binding sites, in arbitrary units, where 0 is the mean over ChIP
peaks. (Error bars) Standard error of themean. (F ) CAGGTAG, tAGGTAG, and CAGGTAa are the TAGteammotifs most highly associated with binding
of all factors. We ranked each 2-bp polymorphism of the consensus TAGteammotif by its association with overlapping binding, measured as the peak
height illustrated in C, but restricted to a single heptamer. (Inset) PWM determined from this ranking of heptamer effectiveness, plotted with
seqLogo (http://bioconductor.org/packages/2.6/bioc/html/seqLogo.html). (G) TAGteam motifs near ChIP peaks exhibit increased conservation.
Plot indicates the position of the TAGteam motif closest to each ChIP peak (x-axis) and the corresponding motif conservation between D. mela-
nogaster and D. yakuba (y-axis). (Dashed gray line) Genome-wide average conservation of TAGteam motifs. (H ) Gain/loss of TAGteam motifs is
associated with divergence in nearby binding between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba. Plot indicates the position of the TAGteam motif closest to
each ChIP peak in one species (x-axis) and the corresponding divergence in overlapping binding at the ChIP peak in the other species (y-axis),
averaged over all ChIP peaks detected in either species.
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While only 50% of TAGteam motifs in regions with low
levels of overlapping binding are conserved to D. yakuba, a sister
species ofD.melanogaster, 90%of TAGteammotifs in regionswith
high levels of overlapping binding are conserved (Supplemental
Fig. 2). High conservation of TAGteam motifs is probably due to
selective pressure to specifically preserve TAGteam motifs them-
selves rather than similarities between TAGteam motifs and
binding sites for the transcription factors studied. Restricting our
analyses to the set of 14 transcription factors with well-defined
binding sites thatwere enriched in theChIP data (seeMethods), we
found no strong (P < 10!5) position weight matrix (PWM) match
against NNNCAGGTAGNNN for any of the 14 factors, suggesting
that high overlap between TAGteammotifs and other transcription
factor binding sites is unlikely. Consistent with this, the selective
enrichment of conserved TAGteam motifs in regions bound by
many transcription factors (Supplemental Fig. 2) is much stronger
than we observed previously for conservation of non-TAGteam
motifs (Bradley et al. 2010).

TAGteam motifs were associated with high levels of binding
of all factors when located up to ;230 bp away from ChIP peak
centers, with the association disappearing for motifs further than
500 bp away (Fig. 2C). To confirm this estimate with the higher-
resolutionChIP-seq assay, we analyzed the six transcription factors
(Bicoid, Caudal, Giant, Hunchback, Knirps, and Kruppel) for which
both ChIP-chip (MacArthur et al. 2009) and ChIP-seq (Bradley et al.
2010) data were available, estimating that the two assays have res-
olutions of ;100 bp (ChIP-chip) and ;20 bp (ChIP-seq) (Supple-
mental Fig. 3A,B). Computing the first principal component of the
ChIP-seq data as a measure of overlapping binding of these six
factors, we obtained a very similar estimate of the spatial range of
association between TAGteam motifs and factor binding (Supple-
mental Fig. 3C,D). Furthermore, restricting to the same six tran-
scription factors for which ChIP data was available in D. yakuba
(Bradley et al. 2010), we found that TAGteam motifs were associ-
ated with high levels of binding of all six factors in this species as
well, again with a spatially restricted relationship (Supplemental
Fig. 4). This data supports amodel where TAGteammotifs proximal,
although not necessarily immediately adjacent, to other transcrip-
tion factor binding sites directly or indirectly facilitate binding of
these factors.

Canonical TAGteam motifs have a uniquely strong association
with regions bound by many factors
We conducted an ab initio motif search to look for other sequence
motifs potentially associated with high levels of overlapping bind-
ing by enumerating all possible heptamers and ranking each ac-
cording to the level of binding of all factors associated with the
heptamer’s presence (Supplemental Fig. 5). The top 16 heptamers
are all TAGteammotif variants, and the consensus TAGteammotif
CAGGTAG was associated with approximately threefold higher
levels of overlapping binding than was the highest-ranked motif
not associated with Vielfaltig (see Discussion).

A recent analysis of the Drosophila even skipped stripe 3+7 en-
hancer demonstrated that Vielfaltig binds to several noncanonical
TAGteam sites (CAGGcAa, gAGGTAt, CcGGTAc, CtGGTtt) (Struffi
et al. 2011). However, our heptamer analysis revealed no global en-
richment (in the sense of Fig. 2A) for any of these four motifs in
highly versus weakly bound regions.While such noncanonical sites
probably play important roles in select contexts, they lack the clear
genome-wide association with overlapping binding observed for
the core TAGteam motifs.

TAGteam motifs demarcate highly bound clusters
of transcription factor binding sites
Many studies have noted the difficulty of accurately predicting
transcription factor binding from binding site models alone, with
few differences in the number or strength of binding sites be-
tween regions that are weakly or strongly bound (Kaplan et al.
2011; Pique-Regi et al. 2011). For each of the 14 factors with well-
defined binding sites, we computed the total number of recognition
motifs for these factors within 500 bp of each ChIP peak summit as
a measure of its naı̈ve binding potential. Regions lacking TAGteam
motifs exhibited little global correlation between the number of
nearby binding sites and levels of binding, whichwas not surprising
given the known difficulty of predicting binding from sequence
alone. However, if a TAGteammotif was present, then binding was
globally proportional to our binding potential estimate (Fig. 2D).
This relationship, where the number of nearby binding sites corre-
lated with binding only if a TAGteam motif was present nearby,
persisted in both D. melanogaster and D. yakuba after restricting to
the five anterior–posterior factorswithwell-defined binding sites for
whichChIP datawas available in both species (Supplemental Fig. 6).
These results suggest that the presence of proximal TAGteam sites
may be important for efficient interactions between other tran-
scription factors and genomic DNA.

Considering each of the 21 factors separately, we found that
nearby TAGteam motifs were associated with high levels of bind-
ing of each factor (Supplemental Fig. 7). This effect was primarily
due to the association between TAGteammotifs and binding of all,
rather than single, factors; after controlling for levels of binding of
all factors, regions with strong binding of single factors were no
more likely to contain TAGteam motifs than were regions with
weak binding (Supplemental Fig. 8).

For each of the 14 factors with well-defined binding sites, we
found the highest levels of single-factor binding when both a
TAGteam motif and a binding site for the ChIP’ed factor were
present. TAGteam motifs proximal to ChIP peaks correlated with
strong binding of individual transcription factors even in the ab-
sence of canonical binding sites for the ChIP’ed factors (Fig. 2E).
While nonspecific interactions between Vielfaltig and the anti-
bodies used for ChIP could also give rise to this correlation, such an
explanation seems unlikely given the universality of the effect for
all transcription factors studied here.

Vielfaltig, not Grainy head, probably facilitates
TAGteam-associated binding
A secondCAGGTAG-binding transcription factor, Grainy head, was
recently shown to compete effectively with Vielfaltig at equal
molarity for binding to TAGteam motifs (Harrison et al. 2010).
Overexpression of maternal Grainy head phenocopies Vielfaltig
depletion, supporting the hypothesis thatGrainy head represses the
transcriptional activation mediated by Vielfaltig. In concert with
our results, this repression suggests a model where Vielfaltig, not
Grainy head, binding at TAGteam sites facilitates binding of addi-
tional transcription factors, resulting in zygotic genome activation.
The distinct motif preferences of Vielfaltig and Grainy head also
support this model. Restricting our ranking of heptamer association
with binding of all factors (Supplemental Fig. 5) to all 2-bp poly-
morphisms of CAGGTAG, we computed a PWM for TAGteam
motifs (Fig. 2F). While both Vielfaltig and Grainy head bind CAGG
TAG strongly, only Vielfaltig is a high-affinity binder of tAGGTAG,
which we identify as the second-ranked heptamer; similarly, the
relatively low-ranked heptamer CAGGcAG is strongly bound by
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Grainy head, but not by Vielfaltig (Harrison et al. 2010). There-
fore, our ranking of heptamer association with binding of all
factors is concordant with Vielfaltig, but not Grainy head, bind-
ing preferences.

Turnover of TAGteam motifs is associated
with interspecies binding divergence
The dose-dependent correlation between the number of nearby
TAGteammotifs and binding of all factors (Fig. 2B) implies that cis-
regulatory potential may be very sensitive to the gain or loss of
TAGteammotifs. Transgenic expression experiments support this,
with addition of motifs leading to earlier expression (ten Bosch
et al. 2006) and loss of motifs reducing or abolishing early ex-
pression (ten Bosch et al. 2006; Liberman and Stathopoulos 2009).
Notably, TAGteam motifs are most conserved when proximal to
ChIP peaks (Fig. 2G).

Using an ab initio motif discovery approach, we previously
noted that turnover (gain/loss) of CAGGTAG was associated with
changes in binding of six anterior–posterior transcription fac-
tors between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba (Bradley et al. 2010).

Quantifying this previous observation, we found that turnover
of TAGteam motifs proximal to ChIP peaks is associated with
changes in nearby binding of all six factors between species (Fig.
2H). This binding divergence is not explained by differences in the
number of nearby binding sites for additional transcription factors
(data not shown), suggesting that turnover of TAGteam motifs
plays a significant role in the observed changes in binding of all six
factors.

TAGteam motifs are associated with binding of all
factors in different chromatin contexts

Several recent reports noting the widespread overlap in binding of
distinct transcription factors in the Drosophila embryo have found
that chromatin accessibility plays an important role in determining
patterns of transcription factor binding (Kaplan et al. 2011; Li et al.
2011). Using published DNase I digestion data fromwhole embryos
(Thomas et al. 2011) as a proxy for average chromatin accessibility
across themany nuclei in an embryo, we noticed that while regions
with high levels of binding frequently had very open chromatin,
this was not always the case (Fig. 3A–F). For example, the TAGteam

Figure 3. TAGteammotifs are associated with binding in different chromatin contexts. Levels of binding of all factors (purple) and DNase I digestion data
(gray), both in arbitrary units, are plotted across 25 kb near the genes (A) abdominal A (abd-A), (B) sloppy paired 1 (slp1) and sloppy paired 2 (slp2), (C ) giant
(gt), (D) tailless (tll), (E) short gastrulation (sog), and (F) bicoid (bcd), zerknullt (zen), and zerknullt-related (zen2). Vertical axes differ between panels for clarity.
Boxed TAGteam motifs have been previously demonstrated to be required for early expression (ten Bosch et al. 2006; Liberman and Stathopoulos 2009).
ChIP and DNase I data were smoothed as described in Methods. (G ) TAGteam motifs are associated with binding even after controlling for chromatin
accessibility. Plot shows average overlapping binding at ChIP peaks with andwithout nearby (within 500 bp) TAGteammotifs after binning byDNase I signal.
(H ) TAGteammotifs are primarily associatedwith binding, not chromatin accessibility. Plot shows fraction of ChIP peaks with nearby TAGteammotifs, binned
by both chromatin accessibility and levels of binding. (I ) TAGteammotifs are depleted in regions with highORC binding. Plot shows averageORC binding at
ChIP peaks for the 21 transcription factors analyzed here with and without nearby (within 500 bp) TAGteam motifs after binning by DNase I signal.
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motifs near the TSSs of sog and zen both lie in regionswith very high
levels of overlapping binding, but relatively low chromatin acces-
sibility (Fig. 3E,F, boxed). Quantifying this effect genome-wide, we
found that chromatin accessibility correlated well with levels of
binding, as expected. Nonetheless, TAGteammotifs were associated
with increased binding of all factors even after controlling for
chromatin accessibility, although not in the most inaccessible re-
gions (Fig. 3G). This effect was unchanged after controlling for the
number of nearby binding sites for other factors (data not shown).
Furthermore, genomic regions with very accessible chromatin, but
low levels of binding, contain few TAGteam motifs, whereas the
majority of regions with moderate to high levels of binding, irre-
spective of chromatin accessibility, contain TAGteam motifs (Fig.
3H). At a global level, therefore, TAGteam sites are primarily asso-
ciated with transcription factor binding rather than simply open
chromatin, as measured by DNase I accessibility.

Binding of the origin recognition complex is anticorrelated
with TAGteam motifs
The Drosophila origin recognition complex (ORC) preferentially
binds regions with open chromatin (MacAlpine et al. 2010), can
interact withmultiple transcription factors (Bosco et al. 2001; Beall
et al. 2002; Dominguez-Sola et al. 2007), and reportedly localizes to
regions with high levels of overlapping transcription factor bind-
ing (Roy et al. 2010). Depletion of zygotically transcribed Vielfaltig
results in chromosome segregation and DNA replication defects
(Staudt et al. 2006), leading us to hypothesize that TAGteammotifs
might play a role in ORC positioning. Using published ORC ChIP-
seq data frommixed-stage embryos (Roy et al. 2010), we confirmed
previous reports (MacAlpine et al. 2010) of a strong correlation
between chromatin accessibility and ORC binding. However, to
our surprise, the presence of a TAGteammotif near ChIP peaks was
associatedwith a lower level of ORC binding (Fig. 3I). Assessing the
simultaneous effects of chromatin accessibility and transcription
factor binding onORC binding, we found that after controlling for
chromatin accessibility, binding of all factors was weakly anti-
correlated with ORC localization (Supplemental Fig. 9).

Binding of multiple transcription factors is associated
with gene expression
Our results, suggesting that Vielfaltig binding to TAGteam sites
may facilitate binding of diverse transcription factors, provide a
potential explanation of how Vielfaltig could mediate global ac-
tivation of the zygotic genome. However, this explanation is pred-
icated upon the assumption that regions bound by many tran-
scription factors generally possess enhancer activity. We assessed
whether overlapping binding of many factors is globally associated
with gene expression using a published RNA-seq time course of
singleD.melanogaster embryos frommitotic cycles 10–14 (Lott et al.
2011), when widespread zygotic transcription begins. Consistent
with previous reports that TAGteam motifs are important for early
expression (ten Bosch et al. 2006), we found that TAGteammotifs in
gene promoters, defined as 1.5 kb centered on the TSS, were asso-
ciated with strong increases in the expression level of zygotically
transcribed genes from cycles 10–14 (Fig. 4A). Phosphorylated RNA
polymerase II (Pol II) occupancy correlated with transcription factor
binding in promoters (Fig. 4B), as did downstream gene expression
(Fig. 4C), suggesting that binding of many transcription factors
drives transcription by facilitating Pol II recruitment. In agreement
with this model, Pol II occupancy correlated with gene expression

levels (Supplemental Fig. 10A). Our results were unchanged when
we measured Pol II occupancy of downstream coding sequences
instead of promoters (Supplemental Fig. 10B,C). As with the ana-
lyzed transcription factor binding data, the RNA-seq and Pol II ChIP
data were obtained from whole embryos, and therefore represent
averages over many distinct nuclei.

TAGteam motifs in putative cis-acting enhancers—not just
promoters—were associated with high levels of gene expression
as well. Defining ChIP peaks 1.5–5 kb upstream of TSSs as puta-
tive enhancers, we found that the presence of TAGteam motifs
in enhancers was associated with strong increases in gene ex-
pression from cycles 10–14 (Fig. 4D). Binding in these cis-acting
enhancers was proportional to Pol II occupancy of downstream
promoters (Fig 4E) and coding sequences (Supplemental Fig. 10D),
as well as downstream gene expression (Fig. 4F). These trends were
weaker for enhancers than for promoters, probably due to un-
certainty in our assignment of enhancers to their target genes.

We observed relatively small differences in Pol II occupancy
(Fig. 4B,E) and gene expression levels (Fig. 4C,F) for regions with
and without TAGteam motifs after controlling for levels of
binding of all factors. This is compatible with a model in which
Vielfaltig binding, whether in promoters or enhancers, primarily
facilitates the binding of additional transcriptional regulators
rather than directly affecting polymerase recruitment or gene
expression.

Previous reports, noting that known Drosophila enhancers
tend to have very high levels of transcription factor binding, have
suggested that regions with low levels of binding may be non-
functional and incapable of driving gene expression (Li et al. 2008;
MacArthur et al. 2009). However, this model is challenging to
reconcile with our recent observation that strongly and weakly
bound regions have similar levels of relative binding divergence
between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba, potentially due to similar
functional constraint (Bradley et al. 2010). The observed associa-
tion between low levels of overlapping binding and weak, but
nonzero, gene expression (Fig. 4C,F) suggests that weakly bound
regions may play subtle functional roles, such as driving gene ex-
pression in a small subset of nuclei. The similar levels of relative
binding divergence between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba ob-
served for strongly and weakly bound regions could therefore be
explained by selective pressure to preserve both strong and weak
enhancer activity, or alternately by a ‘‘ramping up’’ model of weakly
bound regions, wherein they will become strongly bound and drive
higher levels of gene expression at later time points.

Discussion
Our results suggest that binding of Vielfaltig to TAGteam sites fa-
cilitates or stabilizes the nearby binding of many of the transcrip-
tional regulators active in the early Drosophila embryo, thereby
providing a potential mechanism for Vielfaltig’s activation of the
zygotic genome. Most transcription factor binding site motifs have
limited predictive value in the absence of external information such
as chromatin accessibility (Kaplan et al. 2011; Li et al. 2011; Pique-
Regi et al. 2011), but we observed a clear association between
TAGteammotifs and binding ofmany transcription factors without
Vielfaltig ChIP data. Taken together with our finding that the
number of nearby transcription factor binding sites globally corre-
lates with levels of binding only if a TAGteam motif is present (Fig.
2D), this suggests that TAGteam motifs may distinguish functional
cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) from binding site clusters with little
activity in the early embryo.
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In order to assess the extent to which Vielfaltig binding near
clusters of motifs for other factors may be sufficient to facilitate
binding of other transcription factors, we enumerated all pro-
moters of coding genes with clusters of transcription factor bind-
ing sites (greater than or equal to eightmotifs). The fraction of such
promoters with high levels of overlapping binding ($95th per-
centile of promoters) exhibited a dose-dependent relationship with
the number of nearby TAGteam sites (Supplemental Fig. 11A); 7%
of promoters with one nearby TAGteam motif had high levels of
overlapping binding, whereas 85% of promoters with more than
three nearby TAGteammotifs did. Requiring that promoters have
at least one TAGteam site conserved inD. yakubawithin 250 bp of
the TSS resulted in a still-higher fraction of promoters with high
levels of binding (Supplemental Fig. 11B). These results suggest that
the presence of nearby TAGteammotifs is frequently, although not
always, sufficient to facilitate binding ofmany transcription factors.

Locally compact chromatin structuremay help to explain the
existence of regions with TAGteam motifs, but little binding. Pro-
moters with low levels of binding (#50th percentile of promoters)
despite the presence of nearby TAGteam motifs had less accessible
chromatin (;10-fold) thandidpromoterswithhigh levels of binding
($95thpercentile). These results are compatiblewith recent findings
that many Ciona intestinalis and Drosophila CRMs contain sequence
signatures, independent of transcription factor binding sites, pre-
dicted to promote nucleosome depletion (Khoueiry et al. 2010).

Our ranking of heptamer association with binding (Supple-
mental Fig. 5) demonstrated the uniqueness of TAGteam sites, but
revealed non-TAGteam motifs associated with overlapping pat-
terns of binding as well. Of the 30 highest-ranked heptamers as-
sociated with overlapping binding, all of the non-TAGteammotifs
contained GA or GAG repeats, suggesting a potential association
between binding of many factors and GAGA factor, which is en-
coded by the gene Trithorax-like and implicated in chromatin re-
modeling (Granok et al. 1995; Wall et al. 1995; Okada and Hirose
1998). Intriguingly, we observed a 1.5-fold enrichment for GAGA
motifs in promoters with high levels of binding when TAGteam
motifs were not present (39% of highly bound promoters without
TAGteam sites contained GAGA motifs versus 25% with TAGteam
sites), suggesting that GAGA factor may help to facilitate bind-
ing of transcription factors at some regions not associated with
Vielfaltig.

We propose that Vielfaltig facilitates the binding of additional
transcription factors to nearby low-affinity sites, although the
mechanisms bywhich itmay do so remainunclear. Vielfaltig has six
C2H2 zinc fingers, twoN-terminal and fourC-terminal (Staudt et al.
2006), of which the C-terminal zinc fingers are sufficient to reca-
pitulate its known DNA-binding specificity (Liang et al. 2008).
Vielfaltig may help to maintain chromatin in an accessible state,
participate in permissive protein–protein interactions, or have par-
ticular interaction partners. To investigate this last possibility, we

Figure 4. Binding of multiple factors in promoters and enhancers is correlated with Pol II occupancy of promoters and gene expression levels. (A)
Zygotically transcribed genes with TAGteammotifs in their promoters (defined as the 1.5 kb centered on the TSS) have increasing expression frommitotic
cycles 10–14. Maternally transcribed genes have slowly decreasing expression over the same time course (regardless of presence or absence of TAGteam
motifs; data not shown). (FPKM) Fragments per kilobase per million mapped reads, a standard unit of gene expression measured by RNA-seq. (B) Pol II
occupancy of promoters is correlated with binding in promoters. (C ) Gene expression levels are correlated with binding in promoters. (D) Putative
enhancers, defined as ChIP-bound regions 1.5–5 kb upstream of the TSS, with nearby TAGteam motifs (within 500 bp) are associated with increasing
expression of downstream genes from cycles 10–14. (E ) Pol II occupancy of promoters of downstream genes is correlated with binding in putative
enhancers. (F ) Gene expression levels are correlated with binding in upstream enhancers.
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assessed whether nearby binding of any factor could help to ex-
plain the relationship between TAGteam motifs and overlapping
binding. Intriguingly, after controlling for levels ofMedea binding,
we observed little difference in binding of all factors between re-
gions with and without TAGteammotifs (Supplemental Fig. 12A).
Furthermore, ;80% of regions where Medea is highly bound con-
tain a TAGteam motif—the highest fraction for any of the 21
factors—even in the absence of strong overlapping binding (Sup-
plemental Fig. 12B), suggesting that Medea may frequently interact
with Vielfaltig.

Highly conserved sequence homologs of vielfaltig have been
identified in other insects, but not in vertebrates (Staudt et al.
2006). However, overlapping patterns of genome-wide binding of
diverse transcription factors appears to be a common feature of
undifferentiated animal cells. We propose that other animalsmay
possess functional homologs that associate with hotspots of bind-
ing of multiple transcription factors, thereby influencing global
patterns of gene expression.

Methods

Data location
All data analyzed in this work has been previously published and
was downloaded from publicly accessible sites. Wiggle files and the
location of 25% false discovery rate (FDR) ChIP peaks for ChIP-chip
data sets (21 sequence-specific transcription factors and phosphor-
ylatedRNApolymerase II) (MacArthur et al. 2009)were downloaded
from the Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project web-
site (http://bdtnp.lbl.gov/Fly-Net/browseChipper.jsp). Wiggle files
for DNase I sensitivity measurements were downloaded from the
UCSC Genome Browser FTP site (ftp://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/
goldenPath); raw sequencing reads are available from the SRA
(project SRP002474) (Thomas et al. 2011). Wiggle files for the ORC
data set (Roy et al. 2010) were downloaded from the NCBI Sequence
Read Archive (SRA) (accession number GSM694124). ChIP-seq
binding data for six anterior–posterior transcription factors (Bradley
et al. 2010) was obtained from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) database (accession numberGSE20369).Whenmultiple data
sets were available (e.g., ChIP data sets for multiple antibodies, or
technical replicates), we used the data sets analyzed in the original
publications (MacArthur et al. 2009; Bradley et al. 2010; Roy et al.
2010; Li et al. 2011).

Data normalization
We performed a z-score (standard) normalization for each of the
ChIP-chip data sets (MacArthur et al. 2009). For each ChIP-chip
data set, we computed the maximum ChIP signal for each ChIP
peak, and then scaled the ChIP data such that themean signal over
the bound regions was 0, with a standard deviation of 1. We per-
formed a similar normalization for each of the ChIP-seq data sets
(Bradley et al. 2010), excepting the DNase I and ORC data sets,
which we did not normalize.

We defined each ChIP peak to be the 400 bp centered on the
peak summit. Using different peak widths (100–500 bp) did not
affect our results.

ChIP binding plots
When creating the plots in Figure 1, linear interpolation was used
at base pairs for which ChIP data was unavailable. ChIP data for
each factor was smoothed using local polynomial regression per-
formed with the loess function in R (R Development Core Team
2005) with default parameters and a smoothing value of 0.05.

Conservation analysis
We used FSA (Bradley et al. 2009) with the options ‘‘–softmasked–
refinement -1–mercator cons’’ to align D. melanogaster and D.
yakuba, based on a previously created Mercator map (Dewey
2006; Bradley et al. 2010). For each TAGteammotif instance inD.
melanogaster, we assessed whether it was aligned to a TAGteam
motif in D. yakuba. The three heptamers CAGGTAG, tAGGTAG,
and CAGGTAa, were considered TAGteam motifs, so if, for exam-
ple, CAGGTAG was aligned to tAGGTAG, then it was considered
conserved.

Principal components analysis (PCA)
Taking the union of all ChIP peaks for the 21 factors analyzed, we
computed the maximum ChIP signal for each transcription factor
in each ChIP peak, and used the prcomp function in R to perform
PCA over this data set. We calculated the levels of overlapping
binding at ChIP peaks by projecting the binding data onto the first
principal component. Divergence in overlapping binding between
species represented absolute divergence in overlapping binding,
and was calculated as previously (Bradley et al. 2010).

Quantitative plots
All plots with quantitative x-axes used 120 overlapping bins. The
degree of overlap differed based on the number of data points in
each analysis (80% for Fig. 2A,C,G and Fig. 3G,I, 90% for Fig. 2D
and Fig. 4B,C,E,F, and 95% for Fig. 2H). Empirical means for each
bin were used to create the plotted lines, and shading around the
plotted lines indicates the corresponding estimated standard error
of the mean.

Transcription factor binding site motifs
We downloaded transcription factor recognition motifs from the
BDTNP website, as well as a separate set of bacterial one-hybrid-
derivedmotifs from the FlyFactorSurvey database (Zhu et al. 2011).
For each transcription factor, we assessed the quality of its corre-
sponding downloaded motifs by computing the associated differ-
ences in binding between peaks with and without motif matches
within 100 bp of ChIP summits, and chose the motif and P-value
cutoff (either 10!4 or 10!5) that maximized this difference. For six
factors (Knirps, Paired, Tailless, Daughterless, Medea, and Schnurri),
we could not find motifs that were either correlated with increases
in binding or enriched near ChIP summits (as compared with their
average genome-wide occurrence).We excluded these factors aswell
as Mothers against dpp, whose 5-bp motif was too short to satisfy
our P-value cutoffs. We focused on the remaining 14 factors for all
transcription factor motif analyses.

The number of transcription factor motifs near each ChIP
peak (Fig. 2D) was calculated as the total number ofmatches to any
of these 14 transcription factor motifs within 500 bp of the peak
summit. All motif occurrences were identified by running PATSER
(Hertz and Stormo 1999) on both the forward and reverse DNA
strands using the previously identified P-value cutoffs. For Supple-
mental Figure 6, we restricted to the five factors with well-defined
binding sites for which ChIP-seq data was available in both D.
melanogaster and D. yakuba (Bicoid, Hunchback, Caudal, Giant,
and Kruppel).

We checked for potential overlap between TAGteam motifs
and binding sites for the other factors studied by enumerating all
13-bp variants of the formNNNCAGGTAGNNNand using PATSER
to search for matches (P < 10!5) for the 14 factors against these
CAGGTAG sites in context. No matches were reported.
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Heptamer analysis and Vielfaltig PWM
In order to assess the uniqueness of the relationship between
TAGteammotifs and overlapping binding (Supplemental Fig. 5), we
enumerated all heptamers. For each heptamer, we computed the
increase in overlapping binding at ChIP peaks associated with its
presence (as the height of the peak in Fig. 2C, but computed for
single heptamers).

To construct a PWM for Vielfaltig (Fig. 2F), we restricted the
above analysis to heptamers differing by no more than 2 bp from
the consensus CAGGTAG motif. We furthermore required that its
fractional occurrence near ChIP peaks exhibit a monotonic de-
pendence (R2 > 0.8) on overlapping transcription factor binding (as
in Fig. 2A, but computed for single heptamers), and discarded
those that did not. Weighting each heptamer by its association
with overlapping binding, we constructed a PWM using the R
package seqLogo (http://bioconductor.org/packages/2.6/bioc/html/
seqLogo.html).

DNase I and ORC analyses
For Figure 3A–F, interpolatedChIP signals (computed as in Fig. 1) at
each base were projected onto the first principal component in
order to estimate overlapping transcription factor binding at each
base. Per-base estimates of DNase I data were obtained directly from
the relevant wiggle files. Both overlapping binding andDNase I data
were smoothed (as in Fig. 1).

For DNase I and ChIP quantitative analyses (Fig. 3G,H), we
enumerated all ChIP peaks and computed the corresponding
DNase I data values as the maximum DNase I signal within the
400 bp centered on ChIP peak summits. ORC analyses (Fig. 3I;
Supplemental Fig. 9) were performed similarly. Heat map plots
(Fig. 3H; Supplemental Figs. 8,9,12) were created by placing ChIP
peaks into a matrix of overlapping bins (120 3 120). Each di-
mension of a bin was 1/6 of the range of the plot.

Gene expression analyses
A list of genes, their coordinates (including transcription start sites),
and their expression levels from mitotic cycles 10–14 was obtained
from published data (Data set S1) (Lott et al. 2011). We used this
publication’s classification of genes as zygotically or maternally
transcribed. We defined a gene’s promoter as the 1.5 kb centered on
its TSS, and putative enhancers as ChIP peaks within 1.5–5 kb up-
stream of its TSS, screening out all ChIP peaks that lay within any
upstream gene in order to minimize incorrect enhancer assign-
ments. Pol II occupancy of a promoter was defined as the highest
Pol II ChIP value within the 1.5 kb centered on the gene’s TSS.
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